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INSTRUCTIONS

lhere are six questions in this SEQ paper.

Answer all the questions.

No paper should be removed from the examination hall.
Do not use any cc,r.recdon fluid.

Use illustrations where necessary.

1. Identifu the most appropriate sampling method that you could employ to select samples for
the following research investigations and explain briefly the procedure of selecting
subjects. (100 marks)

A researcher wishes to identifu the prevalence of antibiotic usage by ernployees in a

garrnent factory in the last month. There are 2000 employees working in this factory. The
researcher is planning to survey 200 employees.

A researcher wishes to select a sample of 3000 advanced level students from Galle district
to investigate risk factors of obesity.

A pharmacist wishes to investigate drug adherence rates of his clients by gender and age
using a sample of 1000 clients affending to his pharmacy.

A pharmacy student in FAHS is interested in investigating different types of pain killers
used by cancer@ats usirig a sample of 300 cancer paticnts attending iLe cmca clinic
in Teaching Hsmital. Iturapitiya.

2.

2.1. Explain the differences between morbidity and mortality. (10 marks)
2.2. Exoiain the ce*erences between single-blind and oouble-blinc 
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2.-7. ;"xplain the cltterences bet$,een randomization and mantp,;tation in cllllcal hals.
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(10 marks)

{10 marks)
\&hat is the <iiriciciii:e berween probabiliry and non-probabiiity sampling msmods?
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1.1.

1.2.

1.3.

t.4.

2.4.

2.5.

2.6.

2.7.
ao1.O.

2.9.

2.14.

What is p char+ ir sstistical quality control?
What is type i -r ad t,rpe II error in statistical qualrty control?
Give two exaruclls rbr nominal and ordinal l,ariables.
\Vtrat is the diffe-.:.ce between parameter and statistic?
List four potential sources of bias in clinical experiments.
What is the difference between prevalence and incidence?



3. A pharmacist is interested in identiflring wh'ether there is a significant differe.ce of the
mean platelet count (l}e/L, per microliter) between leptospirosis and dengue patients. A
representative sample of 100 dengue and 100 leptospirosis patients were investigated. The
mean (+ SD) platelet count values were 500 + 50 and 600 * 60 for leptospirosis and dengue
pLtients respectively.

3'l' Calculate 95o/o CI of the mean platelet count of dengue patidnts in this population.

3.2. calculate ggoh cr of the mean piaieiet counr of ieptospirosis patients

3'3. write down null and alternative hypotheses for this investigation.
3.4. Test the null hypothesis at 5% significant level.
3.5. What is your conclusion?

(20 marks)
in this population.

(20 marks)
(10 marks)
(40 marks)
(10 marks-y

4' A pharmaceuticai company laimched a new product on the market, a dietary supplement
that supposed to help people to reduce blood glucose by l}%in g weeks. you are required
to see whether this new supplementary food is effective. A sample of 400 people, of which
half of them were on that supplementary diet in addition to their normal diet, and the others
were on their normal diet. Results after 8 weeks are shown in the following table.

Type of food Reduced blood glucose by
lAo/o

Did not reduce blood
glucose bv lAo/o

Supp. diet + Normal dier t20 80
Only normal diet 40 160

4.1. state null and alternative hypotheses for the above experiment.
4.2. Calculate expected values for aii observed values.
4.3. Test the null hyoothesis at 5o: ::g:r:ficant level.
4.4. What is your conclusion?

(20 ma*s)
(20 marks)
(40 mo*s';
{20 marks',
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5.1 Complete the following table. (15 marks)

(25 marks)
(20 marks)

estimate the coefficients and write

(20 mo*s)
least square linear

i10 marks)

5.2. Calculate Z?=ry, Xf=rr,ZLtxl., Zf=txz, L?=rf
5.3. Calculate the correlation coefficielrrt(r).

You may use t = f,_ff and a: ! - bi , toLX'-nx'
down the fitteC regression equation.

nl.T=rxt - tXiL, xlltlly)
n (Z?=rxil - Glir x)' 

^ln 
GIi, y?) - GT=r!)z

5.4. How would you interpret your result obtained for question 5.3? (10 marks)
5.5. Fit a least square linear regression equation to predict cholesterol ratio of the participants

based on their age.

5.6. Estimate the cholesterol ratio of a 67-year-old person using the fitted
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6. .{n i:.-.'--;_::,::::s i:terested in iCenti$;ing'*hethm there is a.j;f,e,,*,.. _;-i-.eai-, LDL level

of two gtoupt of patients; those who use treatment A and those who use treatment B. He
ia,esligui..3 : icr:l cf 80 patients and results are giv=:l belcs,..
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6.1. State niiii ano aiternative hypotheses.
6.2. what is ::: statistical test that you would use to check above hypo;resis?

(20 marks)
(20 marks)
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6.3. Is there statistical evidence of a low LDL choiesterol level in patients taking Treatment A
as compared to participants taking Treafinent B? You may use the following equation to

- calculate standard error between two sample means. (50 marks)

(10 marks)
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6.4. What is your conclusion?
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